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3 things we sometimes forget about
as we focus on our priority of creating touch sensations



each of these stages 
needs to be supported 
by substantively 
different kinds of tools. 

1. there are distinct stages of design

Haptic Experience Design: What Hapticians Do.
Schneider, MacLean, Swindells, Booth. IJHCS 2017



Browse

Sketch Refine

Share

Credits to Oliver Schneider for the cute little guys

One way of breaking this down:



design tools and examples are needed to make
haptic content design more accessible, rapid, and successful

MacLean, Schneider & Seifi 2017. The classic design funnel, where multiple initial ideas are 
iteratively developed, adapted from Buxton 2007 to add four important, specific design activities.



For example:

• Browse: How do you get ideas, and learn from things already ‘out 
there’ – how do you see how they’re made?

• Sketch: Compare ‘haptic sketching’ to ‘visual sketching’ – what’s 
involved?

• Refine: Once you have a sketch you like, how do you transition to 
building a ‘serious’ version of it – one you’ll need to iterate on? 

• Share: How do you show your stuff to your partner / boss / client / 
test users when they’re not next to you – and even when they are?



2. telling a story 

We can think about synthesized touch sensations as actors in a 
theatrical production – our job is to “set the stage”.

This production includes, for example: 
• a narrative – what happens? what’s the point of it all?

• a setting – what’s the context, mood, pacing, style? How should it all 
make you feel? 

• other actors – what other theatrical elements move things along and 
play other roles? 
At minimum, other modalities – how are vision and audition engaged?



Imagine these roles playing out in …

wearable 
notification

mobile device 
notification

remote 
surgery

augmented media 
experience

what role does the 
haptic sensation play 

in each of these 
scenarios?



3. who is this “designer”? 

haptician: someone who designs haptic devices 
or experiences

although actually, the experiences are usually multimodal

The Design Space of Design Tools 
for Creating and Sharing Touch Experiences



who are you? 
• what do you already know? e.g., engineering, user experience process, application domain 

expertise, how to design in other modalities; artist; or just someone with ideas

• novice or expert – in any of these disciplines (or novice in all – e.g., students)

what are you making? 
• haptic technology ßà haptic content ßà end-user experience

who is it for?
• broad categories of people ßà specialists ßà me (end user)

what design stage?
• early concept ßà user testing & refining ßà field testing  …

hapticians’ tasks have lots of dimensions



in summary…
think about what a haptician needs to 
support creation of touch sensations:

1. at different stages of design

2. when considering different roles for the haptic element in 
supporting an application narrative 

3. when making accessible to different kinds of designers 
with varying design tasks


